ADVENTURE TRAVEL

VOLUNTEER-LED E XCURSIONS WORL DWIDE
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What We Offer
AMC Adventure Travel offers a wide range of domestic
and international trips throughout the year.
We enable like-minded participants to experience
different cultures, climb spectacular peaks, enjoy classic
treks in unique environments, savor cuisines from Nepal
to Tuscany, bike through glaciated valleys, ski among wild
bison in Yellowstone, relax in a hot tub at the end of a
strenuous day.
A program of the Appalachian Mountain Club for more
than 40 years, Adventure Travel fulfills AMC’s mission
to promote stewardship and appreciation of the natural
world through recreation and education.

Testimonials
“ Our trip to Belize was a wonderful mix of adventure
and comfort. We saw some truly unique “once in a
lifetime” sites. Swimming through Mayan ceremonial
caves and snorkeling with manatees were two
highlights! It was a fantastic trip!”
—S. Coppola; Belize

“ The trip to the Stubai Valley in Austria exceeded all
my expectations and more. It is an incredibly beautiful
area with a variety of hiking trails. The trip leaders are
excellent at planning and leading a group.”
—J. Morgan; Austria

“ Hiking the Desert Southwest with George and Linda
was a fantastic experience! As leaders, their planning
was thorough and covered everything that could
have possibly been needed. They did a great job and
ensured that all 16 of us felt as though we were one
team. The trip was spectacular and so were they!”
—A. Cooper; Arizona

What We Offer

Enjoy an Active Vacation

AMC Adventure Travel offers a wide range of domestic
and international trips throughout the year.

On an AMC Adventure Travel trip you don’t just
observe the landscape, you experience it. On some
trips you may push yourself to the limit and get
out of your comfort zone; on other trips you may
experience new cultures with modest effort. But on all
trips, you will come home energized and fulfilled.

We enable like-minded participants to experience
different cultures, climb spectacular peaks, enjoy classic
treks in unique environments, savor cuisines from Nepal
to Tuscany, bike through glaciated valleys, ski among wild
bison in Yellowstone, relax in a hot tub at the end of a
strenuous day.
A program of the Appalachian Mountain Club for more
than 40 years, Adventure Travel fulfills AMC’s mission
to promote stewardship and appreciation of the natural
world through recreation and education.

Travel With Experienced
Volunteer Leaders
Experienced AMC volunteers create, plan and
lead every excursion. Our leaders have undergone
extensive leadership training, and are certified in
Wilderness First Aid and CPR. Some international trips
utilize local bilingual guides and outfitters. Leaders
propose and design their own trips, which provides for
a constantly changing trip calendar and exciting new
travel opportunities.

Make a Connection
Our small groups provide the perfect opportunity to
meet people who share your passion for nature and
discovery. You just might make some new lifelong
friends.

Sample Destinations
•

Hiking the Inca Trail to Machu Picchu
• Hut-to-Hut Hiking in the Alps
• Hiking in US National Parks
• Biking in Spain and Italy
• Backpacking in Patagonia
• Safari in Tanzania
• Day Hiking in Hawaii
• Skiing in Norway

VIEW CURRENT TRIP OFFERINGS AT OUTDOORS.ORG/ADVENTURETRAVEL

Adventure Travel
Appalachian Mountain Club
5 Joy Street, Boston, MA 02108
Email: AMCAdventureTravel@outdoors.org
Web: outdoors.org/adventuretravel
Founded in 1876, AMC is the nation’s oldest
outdoor recreation and conservation organization.

